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Introduction
The 2012, July 28 New York Times, Sunday Review, The Opi

nion Pages editorial “Is Algebra Necessary?” [1] raised once more, 
not only in the U.S., legitimate questions on math teaching in high 
school and college. Published com ments, both on the newspaper’s 
Reader’s Comments sec tion, as well as elsewhere in the Internet (e.g. 
the LinkedIn ACM Group discussion on [1] are somewhat surprisingly 
as suming that [1] implies suppressing school algebra stu dies (although 
only its title might mislead–but titles are of en used to better sell the 
paper–,as no such thing is stated in [1]), and are clearly divided into 
two categories: those that still fear math, and especially algebra (and 
would glad ly applaud suppressing it immediately), and those that ei ther 
love, like, or/and use it directly (and are outraged by such a possible 
suppression). Being involved for some 35 years both in the IT industry 
(mostly in Sofware En gi ne er ing) and in University Computer Science 
teaching, but also be ing a father (of both IT and nonIT graduates, 
as well as of very young pupils), I consider this topic a very im por
tant and challenging one, even when restricted to math tea ch ing for 
tomorrow’s IT and, especially, Sofware En gi ne ers. [1] starts from U.S.
wide statistics showing that mainly al ge bra, but math in general too, 
is the main obstacle that blocks more than 40% of the students both 
in high school gra  duation and college enrollment. This is true also in 
other countries, including mine: let’s call them for the rest of this pa per 
the unfortunate ones. As, fortunately, there are also coun tries where 
this is not happening (e.g. Germany, Japan, Fin land, South Korea, 
Canada, etc. let’s call them here the for  tunate ones), it is clear that there 
exist solutions for sig ni ficantly improving at least the above percentage. 
This pa per tries to summarize some basic facts and widespread re le vant 
opi nions in this area, and concludes with some sug ges tions aim ing at 
better teaching math, both generally and, es pe cial ly, for tomorrow’s IT 
engineers, with emphasis on sof  ware ones.

Some Facts
Mathematics is the ultimate expression of human rea son ing, 

foundation and language for all science. For example, you cannot 
solve probability problems without basic sta tis tics; furthermore, you 
cannot solve statistics problems with out understanding algebraic 
manipulation. Moreover, by using math we can communicate crystal
clearly, even when tra ditional language and cultural barriers are 
insurmounta ble. In particular, for example, every cell in any spreadsheet 
pro gram (e.g. Excel, Lotus, etc.) or database (e.g. Access, Ora cle, etc.), 
used in virtually every today’s business, is an al gebraic variable (having 
a name that is used in formulas and holding any number or text value). 
Obviously, there is no easy way out of it: 1+1 was, is, and will always 
be 2 and, just like Murphy put it, 2 is less than 3, ‘even for the big gest 
possible values of 2’.

Math is a “science of patterns”, not just a collection of tech niques 
to manipulate numbers (i.e., arithmetic), shapes (i.e., ge ometry), and 
change (i.e., calculus). It is not about re sults, but about the process 
of getting them; it is not about prov ing or disproving, for example, 
equalities, but about un derstanding in what contexts those equalities 
hold, or hold not. Moreover, the ability to derive unknowns from 
knowns, to push boundaries, and the syllogistic logical mode usually 
begins with Algebra and Geometry. Especial ly modern math is even 
much more too: the study of ma the ma tical structures and their 
methods.

Well taught math is a superb exer cise for the mind, very much like 
classic music, poetry, and fine arts; dually, badly taught math becomes 
a morass of misery and, unlike music, po etry or fine arts, it is very hard 
to seek it out on your own for pleasure, even if algebraic equations may 
be thought of too as being analogous to sentences: numbers are nouns, 
functions are verbs, and solving for x is very much like finding the main 
idea of a story.

Certainly, algebra is not that easy; if it were, most probably the 
entertainment industry (or at least some sofware giants Ap ple, 
Microsof, Google, etc.) would have already got ten in volved and some 
“Algebraic Entertainment” (in the line of CSI’s ones for Anatomy, 
Toxicology, etc.) was im prov ing gra duation and enrollment statistics. 
Dually, there are, how e ver, some marvelous books on math, and es pe
cial ly alge bra (which can be enjoyed by almost everybody, including 
[1]’s author and all those that fear math, and are open ing lot of minds 
and souls to this subject’s beauty, e.g. [2], all references between [3
11], i.e. the math subset of the excellent Brockman Inc.’s Science 
Masters Series, etc.), some good school math text books (e.g. [12], 
[13], but also all those written and/or supervised by my superb and 
be loved math Professors Lucia Tene, during high school, Oc tavian 
Stanasila, Ion Sabac, Alexandru Dinca, etc., at the uni  ver si ty, for which 
I’m not giving you com plete referen ces here only because they are in 
Romanian), as well as more modern similar approaches–from the cap
tivating Nor we gian Dragon Box [14],to the Prof. James Sel lers’ DVDs 
[15] (superbly teaching algebra for mastery, as it also an ticipates points
of student confusion), or Khan Acade my’s videos (explaining discrete
mathematical con cepts and ope rations) and Massive Open Online
Courses (lat ter ones ge nerally accessible, it is true, only starting with
good col le ges levels). It is surely worthwhile to ad ver tise them al ways
as vigorously as we can! And why not try ing to make com  petition in
intellectual pursuits as im por tant as ‘Ameri can/Ro manian/etc. Idol’?
Difficulties in math learning sim ply make it clear how important it is
to teach these subjects, since an understanding of the in gre dients of
rigorous ar gu ment and an understanding of ab strac tion are and will
ever re main crucial intellectual skills.

Somewhat dually, at least in some countries (including mine), 
math (and not only) curriculum becomes denser and harder every 
45 years. For example, when I learned ge o me try (some half a century
ago), Ceva’s and Menelaus’ the  orems were optional, i.e. useful only
for those col leagues of mine who were participating at national math
‘Olym pic’ contests; today, my daughter and all of her col leagues have
to learn them too (and this is only one exam ple out of many others,
perhaps only the most strik ing of them all, as not only us, the parents,
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but teachers and au tho ri ties neither can explain why should they be 
compulsory). As, moreover, it is compulsory too that even from ele
men ta ry school all pupils must have at least 3 marks per semes ter for 
each subject, among too many other homework, tea chers are requiring 
them to compile and present a paper at least for one of these 3 marks, 
which, even if generally done with the great help of the Internet and the 
parents, is still consuming a lot of pupils’ (and pa rents’) time with very 
little profit, if any, leaving even less time available to learn more and 
more nonessential, Ceva’s and Menelaus’ type of knowledge.

Unfortunately, as this pressure on pupils gets harder in every of the 
K12 years, they not only tend to become more and more superficial, 
but, even worth, when they enroll to uni versities, more and more of 
them, every year, do not ful ly attend courses and labs (some are even 
at tend ing only first ones, even if course attendance remained man
datory!), do not do their homework, and start learning and doing 
their projects only a few days before exams. It is in crea sing ly worrying 
that in many of our classes a sizable mino ri ty of stu dents is not even 
remotely diligent in their work: any  one of us, teachers as well as parents 
or executives, is aware that knowing how should failure to learn be 
addres sed is an al  most intractable issue immediately afer students 
are 18. Part of the problem seems to be the rampant lazi ness among 
a growing part of world’s young  sters, es pe cial ly in the developed 
countries (and the new technologies ser  vices and products, from 
calculators to adult web sites, are surely at least encouraging it): they 
are al  ways looking for an excuse to avoid doing almost any thing that 
is the slightest bit challenging, even if we always re call to them, a mong 
others, that when President Kennedy man  dated the U.S. to put first 
men on the Moon, it was de fi nitely not be cause it was easy, but despite 
the fact that it was extremely hard (and also that mankind certainly 
would not have got ten there without math). Obviously, if you are not 
exposed to hard problems, you will never be prepared to solve such 
pro blems. Moreover, mankind will never mea sure cosmos dis  tances by 
launching space crafs from any point in the Uni verse to any other one, 
but, as even Ba by lonians, Egyp tians, etc. were doing it thousands of 
years ago, only by using math. 

Again most unfortunately, let us recall too–from the other side of 
this “barricade”–that teachers (and, for exam ple, in coun tries like mine, 
even university professors) salaries in un fortunate coun  tries are from 
more than half a century so low that any one with an ap titude for math 
will most likely go into much higher paying fields, rather than teach 
math in clas  s room. And not only there are too few financial re sour  ces 
in public education(e.g. pretending that one high school tea cher can 
teach 100150 students with any degree of success is at least ridiculous), 
but teachers (and, for exam   ple, in countries like mine, even university 
professors) are almost not at all respected or esteemed by authorities. 
On the con tra ry, in the fortunate countries teachers of all grades (math 
or not) are highly paid and respected.

Some Opinions
Obviously, math illiteracy is keeping lotteries and casinos not only 

alive, but more and more prosperous; somewhat du  ally, just as Orwell 
warned us, “ignorance is bliss” (and most welcomed by the political 
thought polices of all times and places). Moreover, I am surely not the 
only one to firm ly believe the substantial lack of mathoriented life 
skills probably contributed to the subprime debacle that trig  gered the 
current world economic crises much more than usually thought of.

Math is essential for a career in all STEM branches, its truths 
transcend the “real” world, is as beautiful in its own way as music, fine 
arts, or poetry, may even be fun, and it’s ne cessary if you hope someday 
to be able to help your own kids and grandkids with their school math 

homework; more over, it mercilessly tea ches logical thinking. In par
ti cu lar, algebra is a foundation stone for our ability to think cri tically, 
at least as are philosophy and logic. The critical skill learned in algebra 
understands what the whys and where fores of a problem are and how to 
approach solutions to new types of problems. It teaches us how to make 
con nec tions between disparate and different ap proa ches, view points, 
and perspectives, and to think inductively and de duc tively, critically, 
algorithmically (of which I would em pha size here exhaustiveness: you 
should always think of every possible case, for solving it adequately, as 
well as of every ‘impossible’ one, for rejecting it and pro vid ing the ade
quate corresponding ‘error message’), analy ti cal ly, and as sociatively, 
by factorizing (thus simplifying and optimiz ing…), aggregating, 
generalizing, par ticulariz ing, etc.

It has been shown that brain development is influenced by how 
the brain is used. New pathways are created, for exam ple, by learn
ing a second language early, by learning to read music and play an 
instrument. Certainly, learning alge bra and ge o me try, working on 
difficult problems and learn ing to think abstractly when you are in 
your preteens and teens is good for brain development. Fuzzy minds 
demand ri gor. Would somebody ar gue that people shouldn’t jog or do 
pushups because it was tes their energy? Let us all, al ways, develop both 
the body and the brain (menssana in cor poresano).

Dually, of course, this demand for everyone to be able to solve 
multivariable equation systems, do subtle geome tric proofs, learning 
to master trigonometric (in) equations, do com plex balancing of 
chemical ones, etc., is coming at the ex pense of people being unable 
to use the most basic of math skills in their everyday lives. Math is a 
tool and no thing more and it should be also taught so that it can be 
eff ectively used by anyone who needs it. Afer a certain point, except 
for mathematicians, it is nothing but a chal leng ing in tellectual exercise, 
with no more value than chess or bridge.

Obviously, poets do not need to be good at math(al though, clearly, 
the math ignorant poet is as poorly educa ted as the poe try ignorant 
mathematician, computer scien tist, engine er, etc., and perhaps tea
ching math better would give poets skills they might use to support 
themselves while practicing their calling), but philosophers sure do (as 
most of the greatest philosophers were also brilliant lo gi cians); com
po sers, painters, sculptors, novelists, etc. did al ways take great benefits 
from also mastering math basics (e.g. sym me try), which, of course, 
does not mean at all that, du ally, for example, we would have wanted 
Bach, Mozart, Beetho ven, Brahmsor Cho pin wasting any second in 
trying to im prove their math skills; apparently, MDs do not need math 
(at least above ba sic arithmetic), but need chemistry and bio logy, which 
are much better understood if you have solid knowledge, for example, 
of basic algebraic structures like groups; law yers and investigation 
journalists should stu dy and le gis la tors(not only in my opinion) 
should even pass exams be fore each candidacy on first order logic (at 
least for avoid ing incoherent sets of laws, newspaper ar ti cles, or TV 
inter views, and for not abandoning their critical think ing skills when 
faced with (mostly falsely perceived as) numerical ex  pertise–which 
happens mainly because they lack the con  fidence to question the blur 
of statistical pro paganda dis seminated almost daily from various po
li ti cal sources, es pecially in unfortunate countries, but not on ly, and 
es pe cial ly as, at least apparently, no one seems to have learned much 
from Mark Twain’s assertion that “there are lies, damn lies, and then 
there are statistics”).

Math skills preserve democracy: without them we risk a lot ending 
up with a society that cannot decipher data and is eas ily fooled by 
manipulated statistics. Since ancient Gre ece, democracy needs educated 
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citizens; today’s knowledge so ciety needs scientifically and technically 
educated ones (a must for being able to make informed decisions and 
take ade quate measures). Generally, we do not consider since cen  turies 
literate adults as shamans with magical powers: nor should we consider 
numerate ones as wizards anymore. The ability to think logically 
and rigorously is most pro ba bly our most im por  tant both weapon in 
war (Hitler was de feat ed in great part because of the superb work of 
the Alan Tu ring led team of mathematicians) and guide in life. The 
ability to think critically is crucial even to decent sur vi val (and I firm ly 
believe that the author of [1] is completely wrong when he says that 
critical thinking doesn’t lead to more cre di ble political opinions or 
social analysis; and, by the way, is political science needed anymore, 
as almost e very where in the world, but especially in unfortunate coun
tries, people go in lesser and lesser numbers to vote?).

Education is the process of raising students as upper as pos sible 
above what they would otherwise be. Young ones should be able to make 
the transition from concrete to ab stract reasoning, and arithmetic and 
geometry followed by al gebra and logic, properly taught, is a beautiful 
and eff ec tive way for promoting this cognitive growth, especially as un
derstanding algebraic manipulations is fundamental to deal  with the 
barrage of numbers that we face in our daily lives (and as no calculator 
can substitute for un der stand  ing them!). Math is studied perhaps 
especially in or der to develop and wire the brain’s generalized capacity 
to un derstand that which is abstract, logical, and quantitative. What 
would we prefer: problem makers or problem sol vers? Trivially, we 
should continue to adequately prepare en gineers for solving pro blems 
and creating new services and products (not to mention gadgets, an 
industry with an amazing growth, even during crisis times). Moreover, 
as life is hard and you cannot be successful if you give up easy, math 
should always be used to teach students per se ve rance and rigor too 
(and even the fact that you neither can nor should always excel at 
everything). Perseverance to over come complex, tedious and painful 
concepts and tasks is what most people derive from their math studies: 
only great mu si cians, actors, and sports performers may achieve it 
with out math. Let us not forget that job performance is a func tion of 
perseverance too and that today’s job market pays only those who de
mon strate the capacity to overcome and command a bevy of tech nical 
and intellectual tasks.

Moreover, another thing that algebra and higher math teach is 
modeling, i.e. establishing adequate relationships betwe en the real 
world and science. One of the excuses given for the current financial 
crisis is that the models failed, al though, in fact, the mathematicians 
who built those models knew exactly what they were doing and the 
problem is ac tual  ly that most of the decision makers who made in vest
ments based on these models did not understand them fully and/or 
correctly. It should be trivial that algebra and higher math are absolutely 
necessarily for anyone working in fi nance. On the other hand, it is also 
true that there are only some parts of currently taught math that are 
critical (even former math teachers and tutors admit that, for example, 
it’s about 40% of al ge bra and 80% of geometry from the high school 
cur riculum). It is true too that curriculums would greatly be nefit from 
discussing more applications and fun facts (e.g. 1+3, 1+3+5, 1+3+5+7 
etc. is always a square), history or modern pro blems (such as the 4color 
theorem, or the fact that every integer can be written as the sum of four 
squares, but not three), ultrafast convergent series for Pi and its ap pli
ca tion in finding related magic numbers and cryp tography, or creation 
of good random generators (and dis cuss why Excel is bad at that).

Looking now at the “dark side of the moon” too, obviously, one of 
the reasons students drop out is that we, their parents have not enough 
control over their where abouts, that there is no sig nificant societal 

consequence to their dropping out, and that their value system places 
cherishes little of the nontwit ter/face  book/chat/etc. fundamentals. 
Almost sure ly, at least for some students, the problem isn’t math, but 
me rely mo ti va tion. The success always lies with the student and the 
teacher and the parents and the regulating autho ri ties. If, automatically, 
when a subject is “too diffi  cult and has no use“, it should not be required, 
then, trivially, read ing and writing ought to be the first to question, as 
way too ma ny pupils and even students still fail basic read/write skill 
tests. More o ver, in a world of audio and video, why waste the time with 
it? (And I confess that I was temp ted at the be gin ning to give this paper 
the far more inciting title “Is Read ing and Writ ing Necessary”?). Is the 
assump tion that ‘every one is e qual’, not just ‘under the law’, but al
so in talent and a bi li ty (some, ‘just needing additional coa ching and 
attention’) ac tually true? In particular, is every one ‘equally capable’ and 
‘equally in need’ of more demanding math and science (but not only) 
cour  ses?

Finally, as long as we will continue to keep thinking that tea  ching 
school in K12 (and even in universities, like it is still the case in some 
coun tries, including mine) should be a lowpaid, low status job, we 
are going to continue to see these unwanted results. Is paying huge 
bonuses to bankers, for exam ple, actually helping societies? Wouldn’t 
rather pay ing hef y bonuses, however, to good math teachers be?

How About Software Engineering Math?
Obviously, in order to well prepare sofware engineers you first need 

good quality K12 and college math both cur ri cu lum and teaching, so 
most of the above opinions are ap pli ca ble in this particular case too. 
In my opinion, differences should start only for universities. As good 
teaching is well understood (and, generally, even in countries like mine, 
is the best one overall –as usual, with the exceptions that should always 
be and generally are corrected–, even there where salaries and social 
status are not at all to be envied), I am only referring in what follows 
mainly to curriculums.

I’m striving since two decades to teach to my university stu dents 
a completely algorithmic approach to business a na  lysis, conceptual 
data modeling, database design, im ple men  tation, and their instances 
update and querying, based main  ly on the (seminaive) algebra of sets, 
relations, and func    tions and on the first order logic with equality (see, 
for exam   ple, all references between [1624]). At least the best of them 
(but not only) discover only then why they had to learn, for example, 
(minimally) onetooneness, com mu ta tive function diagrams, 
minimal and coherent sets of lo gic formulas, etc. Not rarely, some of 
them that pre vious ly feared math (and especially algebra and logic) 
are not only over  coming this fear with this occasion, but even start to 
fall in love with, at least, sets algebra and logic. Please also note that 
since 35 years I was also working in parallel as a com  puter science 
engineer (which always provided me with lot of extremely helpful and 
beautiful examples in this field and, dually, benefitted of my solid math 
background and also love for math).

Just like for any other specialization, sofware engineering requires 
more of some math subjects, less of others, and none of the rest. First of 
all, when considering exceptions, it is clear that there should be some 
optional advanced math: for example, those that want to specialize in 
compu ter graphics should also learn more geometry (e.g. fractals), 
those that want to work from the beginning for scientific ap  plications 
(e.g. for nuclear plants) should also learn cor res ponding advanced 
sciences concepts (e.g. nuclear phy sics), those that prefer financial 
sofware should also learn more from statistics and corresponding 
math modeling, etc.
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For the rest, the above math subjects are of no relevance, so they 
should not be compulsory. Obviously, there are other math subjects 
too that should not be compulsory for pre par ing any sofware engineer 
(e.g. number theory, operations re search). More over, some other math 
subjects that are need ed by the ma jo rity, but not all sofware engineers 
(e.g. ad vanced graph the ory) should also be optional. Finally, in my 
opinion, first or der logic, sets, relations, and functions al  gebra, and 
complexi ty should be compulsory for all.

Unfortunately, there are countries (including mine) where obsolete 
nineteenth century “common trunk” policies are still enforced, which 
severely affects math curriculum too (but not only: for example, in 
the Bucharest Polytechnic, the best in my country, computer science 
students still have to study technical drawing too and, what it is much 
worse, are not drawing graphs, or trees, or ER or UML diagrams, but 
taps, just like 175 years ago!). In Polytechnics, for exam  ple, advanced 
differential equations are compulsory in e very department, while in 
Math and Computer Science fa cul ties of all other universities statistics 
are compulsory too. Dually, for example, complexity theory is not 
taught by the polytechnics math departments, so that computer sci
en ces ones have to offer it too. For short, there are still unneeded math 
(but not only!) subjects and topics, while some needed ones are missing.

Moreover, interdisciplinary connections and real world exam  ples 
are still too rare. For example, my students (from both above university 
types) learn only from my database clas   ses that Capital is a oneto
one mapping from Cities to Countries or, e ven worth, that neither 
onetoone ness, nor the minimal one are not absolute properties, but 
hea vily context de pend ing ones (e.g. international telepho nic prefix is 
onetoone in the E.U., but not worldwide, intracountries state/land/ 
de partment/regional/etc. ones are onetoone only within coun tries, 
etc.), and that it is part of their professional du ties to always correctly 
analyze any such context for any such function (be it a single or a pro
duct one).Same goes too for the fact that transitive closure, com puted 
with least fix points, is the best way to find out all of his/her ancestors/
descendants, the total number of files, fol ders, and needed disk space 
for copying/moving data stored electronically, etc.

Conclusion
Mathematics, both pure and applied, is one of the most im por

tant keys to our world’s future success as a glo bal know  ledge society. 
Especially for sofware engineers and nonsofware IT ones (but also for 
many others, like aero space, applied chemistry, biotechnical systems 
engineers), e ven some truly advanced math subjects are mandatory. 
E ven everybody else need daily some basic math, at least for a minimal 
understanding of household fi nan ce, public sta tis  tics, etc., and even 
of personal car driv ing res pon si bi li ties. Consequently, math has to 
be studied by all, even in most of the vocational tracks. Discarding 
math or even dropping needed basic or advanced math subjects and 
topics would be an e normous error, depriving the young ones of 
fundamental chan ces to be successful later, not only pro fessionally, but 
also as “modern” human beings. Ob vi ou sly, adequately tai lored math 
(but not only) curriculum should be designed for all groups of people, 
teaching tracks, and study levels. Cur  rently, there is improvement 
room in this area even in the most fortunate countries, not to speak of 
the unfortunate ones. All of the nonessential sub  jects and topics (and, 
at least in my country, there are a lot) should be immediately drop ped 
from all math (but not on ly) curricula, at all levels (from ele men ta ry 
school and up to math M.Sc. programs). What is worth, establishing 
and modifying math cur ri culum is al most everywhere now still largely 
dominated by ma the ma ti cians, which, not only in my opinion, is not 
the best pos sible solution: even start ing with the second half of ele men

tary school, best com pu ter scientists, polytechnic engineers, bio lo gists, 
sociolo gists, linguists, doctors, lawyers, etc. should represent at least 
half of the deciders in this matter (du al ly, of course, ma thematicians 
should always be in vol ved too in es ta blish ing the rest of the world 
curricula: there would most pro ba bly be less incoherent, better 
structured, clearer, and sim pler school and university textbooks, with 
much more intercon nections with both math and other dis ci plines). 
We should intelligently regroup people by to mor row’s career types 
(and up to the midsixties, there were three such groups, still existing, 
but ignored today in most of the un for tunate countries: trades or labor, 
business or service, and col lege/university) and customtailor (not 
on ly) math cur ri culum for them (as most of the fortunate coun tries 
always continued to do).

If you expect less you will get less: our goal should not be to make 
the math curriculum dumber so that more students can graduate, 
but a dual one, of adequately tailoring it (and also national tests and 
exams levels!) by need types and tea  ching math better, with much more 
today’s interesting exam  ples (and not only text and simple graphical 
ones, but with more and more visual, animated images ones), con cen 
trating much more on algebraic and logic reasoning and much less 
on the mechanics of algebraic and logic mani pu la tion. Certainly, we 
should teach youngsters too, as exam ples, ele mentary, everyday skills 
not only like understand ing that the Consumer Product Index is an 
weighted ave rage, but also like banking and balancing a checkbook, 
the re lationship between Discount and Markup, how to com pute, 
for example, a $x annuity @ y% for z years, how to bud get (e.g. when 
acquiring the newest iPad/Phone), the cost of owning a car you are 
about to borrow, how the toll of the loans for college students are 
impacting their mon thly income, or that credit card solicitations 
offering “zero per cent interest”, but with a 5% “balance transfer fee”, 
are cos ting the about same as a regular credit card with a 13% APR, 
etc. Math teachers should give at least three real life exam ples for any 
concept they teach (e.g. star ting from the fact that, for example, lot of 
math and es pe cially algebra and logic was, is, and will always be ne
eded for their be loved Google, Facebook, YouTube, etc. en gines, movie 
and mu sic players, notebooks, pads, smart phones, etc., that even a lot 
more is crucial for space crafs, air planes, trains, cars, ships, but also 
for health, trade, fi nance, etc., etc., etc.). For short, let’s always teach 
interestingly and intel li gen tly all ne eded basic and only useful advanced 
math (but not only math!).

We all, regulating authorities, parents, teachers/professors, 
should also strongly encourage students’ selfdiscipline and per 
severance. Somewhat dually, school (and especially math, but not 
only!) should never overwhelm the young ones with too much home 
work (like it happens still at least in some countries): in average, 23 
wellchosen exercises per topic should be enough; daily requiring 
dozens of them is another main root of “math is hard, boring, etc.”. 
We should solve the teaching problem by providing all the re wards 
necessary to attract quali fied people for math in struc  tion. We all, and 
especially those in unfortunate coun tries, will always need to adequa
tely fund the present in or der to pre  pare for the future.

In my opinion, math (but not only) is not adequately taught, at 
least in the unfortunate countries, either generally or for well preparing 
tomorrow’s sofware engineers. Obviously, for addressing all of these 
conclusion issues, a huge jointly eff ort is needed from stu dents, but 
especially from parents, tea chers/professors, and, above all, regulating 
authorities, star ting with republic pre  sidents, PMs, education ministers, 
na tional and local le gis lators, and down to university de part ments 
heads and school masters. Will we all be ready to make this effort in 
the fore se eable future?
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